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a well-kno-wn approach to assertion semantles (see e.g. [ 1]), progiamming 
constructs are defined syntactically and the denotation of a program is a partial 
function or a relation. Our objective in [ 1 l- 131 is to provide a common algebraic 
framework for these as well as more genzrai forms of “nondeterminism” in- which 
;iifi suqj-~$ zaj. tc. . . 
UL. G ~ii3tGl,i!~t~ &distribution; a multiset (taking account of 
multiple computation paths); a tree indicating incomplete i~~fcrmatior, &out a 
parallel-processed algorithm; a pair (JY,~) with ~9 a definite output and 5 additional 
information reflecting reliability, access keys or running time; and so forth. (Seman- 
tics need not be separable in the sense of [9], that is, different denotations may 
have the same predicate transformer.) Since it is hopeless to attempt to liqt in this 
way all cases of current and future interest, we seek an axiomatic model. To minimize 
assumptions about the programming IangLa,,, 1 0~ we focus on semantic rather than 
syntactic f, almeworks and assume only one basic construct, program-chaining fig. 
Erc r-~sulting first=-order theory of composition is well known, being category theory, 
and we emphasize that the founding paper [7] introduced categories as single-sorted 
first-order structures. The fundamental goal is mathematical development following 
perspicuous sets of axioms which allow categories to admit program denotations 
arid their predicate transformers. See L 9 r.3 E4] and the bibliographies there for relaterf. 
work on category models. 
A “@ansformational property” has the form “if the data defining a program 
construct are transformed, the construct itself transforms similarly”. If such proper- 
ties have not trnWonally occupied center stage in &eoretical computer science, _- ___I 
they arise naturally in 3 category-theoretic setting and seem to us to be worthy of 
fiarfh2Pr st,u~jr. .w.*. v. A tr3nrf~rm~tinn~l phav~r+mti~atinq of iteration \yas i~+~fi~*u~--~ ;m ‘ . C. ..,U.“..~LUC.VE..UI VIaLal LCVCW. E#dbaIP”l 1lllCl WUUQdbY LPI 
[2]; see j14] for an expository account. 
--- * Partially supported under NSF grant CC N 870f272. 
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In this note we offer two transformational characterizations of if-&en-else. We 
state and prove the first of these as our main theorem and do so only in the context 
c /$%-. - -zBz_. -__*:, -.!? o; \riiC iuib&bly t&J .' ets aiid pgriiai functions. The reader familiar wit 
categories [ 1 l] will see at once that the same proof works in that setting. The second 
one we state as Theorem 10 (without proof) at the end of the paper where we make 
a few remarks about generalizations to categories. I-Iere the reader will easily see 
how to prove the result in the two standard categories but the general case is harder, 
relyn?g on et evating the theory of determinism and weakest preconditions in the 
style of [6] to arbitrary Boolean categories. 
Let B be a Boolean algebra of subsets of X which contains X and the empty set 
v) and let F be the set of all partial functions from X to Y. Then iJ_then-else is the 
L-A.- ’ ~ii;,,~--:Er-,ii I,.IXl R *x’ F Y F --, F ( P f t-r\ H bf a? ,,,$ez f &e g LVIU. r-lx-riurr w *. * . . 1 ‘3 \‘,J,6/ defined by 
(11 (iJf P fhenfe!se g)(x) = 1 f(x) ifXEP g(x) ifX!Z P 
(so that, e.g., $ P then f else g is undefined for x E P with f(x) not defined). Our 
main theorem requires the foliowing definition. 
efinition. For f E F, Dom( f) = (x E X If(x) is defined). For Q E B, J fi E F, f, 
Q-exrendsf if Dam(f)-Qn Dom(f,) and f(x)=f,(x) for all XE Dam(f). 
3. Main Theorem. Akcessary and suficient condidions fbr a total function b x F x F 
-+ ’ F to coincide ~i;h if-t+ I e.z:-z!se are that I satisfy rhe equations 
(4) I(X,f; 8) =,L I(Ug)=g foraUgEF 
and the transformational principle (which we call the Q-extension rule) given by 
(5) Given P, P, , Q E C with P A Q = P, n Q, and given J f, , g, g, E F such that f, 
Q-extends f and g, Q-extends g, then I( P, , fi, gi) Q-ewe& r”(F,A g). 
Before proving this theorem we explore a transformational principle which gen- 
eralizes the Q-extension rule. For PE B, the corresponding guard is the partiai 
function X + p X with Dom( p) = P, p(x) = x. We -.Gfl, rrt~a~s use the corresponding 
lower case letter to denote the guard of a subset, e.g. for Q E B, q’ is the guard of 
the complement Q’ of Q. Two exceptions: the guard of X is written as idX (the 
usual notation for the identity function of X) and the guard of 8 is written as 0, 
being the empty function 
Say that J g : X + Y are summable if their domains of definition are disjoint and 
then define their sumf +g to be their union, so that Dom(_f+g) = Don;(j) w Dam(g) 
and (f + g)(x) is f(x) or g(x) accordingly as x E Dam(f) or x E Don. We clearly 
have 
lf 63 then f else g = p;f+p’;g. 
ecause composi ary operation from our 
be too tedious to a 
instead of J;gl romp9sing in th 
of view, it would 
enceforth write .JIg 
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Let Is, F be as before and, similarly, let i? be a Boolean algebra of subsets of 2 
containing 2 and 8 and sei F to be the set of partial functions from 2 to It; Given 
&B,JgLII p E 2, x g E F, a transformation from (P,9; g) to ( F, x g) is defined 
to be a pair of partial functions (h, k) with X -+’ X, Y +’ Y subject to the commuta- 
tivity properties 
(7) @ zz ph 
(8) 117 = fk, hi = gk. 
Observe that (7) is equivalent to the Hoare assertions {P) la {P} and (P’) ?I { f;l} 
so that h$ = p’h also holds. 
9. Qneral 4,,,_6,,-_c:#._,a ,_:__:_a, 
66 duas6w6 iu6666uwaaiii6 p  aiiiiiipus If (:z, k;;) is a transformation from (P,J g) to 
(F,xg) then (ifPthenfelseg)k=h(if~then~elseg’). 
Dm*NbC a-d 43 It ;o nla..c +hnt .I,ha*P,,P” 5.. YLI 
I 1VUI WB /c 1L ‘3 UlbSAl CllUL V” llbllb V&l J . v* -+x, g,,g&Y -3 Y, h: Y-,2 are partial 
t’unctions with g1 + g2 defined thenfg, +fg2 and g, h + g2h are also defined and equal, 
respectively, f(gl -1- g2) and (g, + g,)h. It is then Immediate that both sides of the 
desired equation compute as hi’+ hj?‘g. @ 
Froof of Theorem 3. Guards help to demystify the notion of Q-extension since f, 
Q-extends f if and only if qf, =jl It is then clear that the Q-extension rule is just 
the transformation principle for the transformation (4, i& ) from { i?, or) g) to 
(P, , f, , g,). This shows that if-then-else satisfies (4), (5). Conversely, let I satisfy 
these axioms. We must prove that I( P,f, g) = pf +p’g. Noting that a guard JI satisfies 
pp =p, since pp = id,p, pf = (pf )idy, pg = (pg)idy it follows that pI( P,.f, g) = 
I(X, pf, _!!$ = pg. Similarly, each guard p satisfies p’p = 0, so because p’p = Op’, 
p’f = (p’f )i&, p’s = ( p’g)idy we have that p’I( PJ g) = I(@, p’f;p’g) = p’g. But p + 
p’= id,, so1 I(P,f, g) == (p+p’)I( P,J g) =pf +p’g. The proof is complete. Cl 
A different transformational characterization of if-then-else is available IO Boolean 
categories [13] which include all assertional categories and all topoi. We briefly 
describe this in the next theorem. For the rest of the paper, the reader is presumed 
to know elementary category theory. A r;atcg~ri :s MIolewn if 
it has an initial object 0 and binary coproducts X + Y (alas, the + symbol is 
overloaded here). 
Every morphism pulls back a summand to a summand. (A morphism X + ’ Y is 
a sti~~r~~ra& if there exists a coproduct diagram X +’ Y + Z) 
Every summand pulls back coproducts. 
If W is weakly initial (that is, if there exists at most one morphism from 5%’ to 
any object) then W = 0. 
In a Boolean cat ry, summands are s so that summands com- 
rise a poset Summ ) of the subobject 
oolean alaf+rg in ~rh;rb php lpnst and g @...“‘%. ..I . ..____m ..a__ .__ 
complement is given by the (unique!! coproduct complement. Further, each X J’ Y 
induces a weakest precon&!ion operator mapping Q E Summ( Y) to ;;tp(f, Q) E 
Summ(X) defined a: the intersection of the complement of the pullback under f 
of 0 with the pullback under f of Q. Say that _f is deterministfc if lwp(J -) Ic 
union-preserving, and that S is OoSd if wp{j’b 1’) = X. &f’P .thm f ehe g is the unique 
morphism X + h Y defined by X +f;g Y and the copro&tct P 3’ X + ’ la’ by the 
equations ikz y b{ i’f: - 1”g. 
(Manes [ 131). In a Boolean category, if-then-else is characterized by the 
equatr’sns c4) and the tr~ns,Cx.mational property that whenever (8) holds with h total 
and deterministic the;1 for ar’r’ Q E Summ(J?), 
h(ifQthenfelseg)= ifwp(h, Q) thenfkelsegk. 
ye conclude this note with some remarks on a minimahst approach -whi& argues 
that there is a reasonabie remnant of the theory of if-then-else in any ca 
with finite coproducts. One property which is very intuitive is 
W (ifP then f else g) h = ifP then fh else gh. 
Denoting the set-valued functor represented by X as %(X, -) as is usual, what ( 11) 
asserts is that, for fixed P + X, if P then (-) else (-) is a natural transformation from 
+(A, -) x %‘(X, -) to %‘(X, -)._,But the first functor is naturally isomorphic to %(X + 
X, -) so that, by the Yoneda lemma, such natural transformations are in bijective 
correspondence with morphisms X + X + X. Indeed, the Yoneda correspondence 
assigns to X + F X + X the natural transformation with Y-component 
where (f, g) indicates the coproduct-induced map by its coordinates in the usual 
way. Elgot [8] offered categories with finite coproducts as the semantic theory of 
straight-through &~~scherhes~ rising (‘12) for the conditionaf construct. Bloom [4] 
took this further by seeking axioms forcing sets of binary operations to be Boolean 
algebras, and so put the P back in if P then f else g. His axioms (also reported in 
[5]) are easily transferred to the set of morphisms from X to X +X. 
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